Change is pervasive during software development, affecting objects, processes, and environments.
Abstract
Change is pervasive during software development, affecting objects, processes, and environments.
In process centered environments, change management can be facilitated by software-process programming, which formalizes the representation of software products and processes using software-process programming languages (SPPLs).
To fully realize this goal SPPLs should include constructs that specifically address the problems of change management.
These problems include lack of representation of inter-object relationships, weak semantics for inter-object relationships, visibility of implementations, lack of formal representation of software processes, and reliance on programmers to manage change manually.
APPL/A is a prototype SPPL that addresses these problems.
APPL/A is an extension to Ada.. The principal extensions include abstract, persistent relations with programmable implementations, relation attributes that may be composite and derived, triggers that react to relation operations, optionally-enforcible predicates on relations, and five composite statements with transaction-like capabilities. APPL/A relations and triggers are especially important for the problems raised here. Relations enable inter-object relationships to be represented explicitly and derivation dependencies to be maintained automatically. Relation bodies can be programmed to implement alternative storage and computation strategies without affecting users of relation specifications.
Triggers can react to changes in relations, automatically propagating data, invoking tools, and performing other change management tasks. Predicates and the transaction-like *Department of Informationand Computer Science, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717
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To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. e 1990 ACM 0-89791-418-X190/0012-0206...$1.50 statements support change management in the face of evolving standards of consistency. Together, these features mitigate many of the problems that complicate change management in software processes and processcentered environments.
Introduction
Change is pervasive in software development processes. During development all components of a software product undergo changes: requirements, design, code, test cases, etc. The development process can change, for example, by the addition of new testing and analysis phases or the incorporation of prototype development. The supporting environment can also change, for example, new tools may be added, and major components such as the underlying storage system may be replaced. Often change management is relegated to the maintenance phase of software development, but in practice "maintenance" (as a synonym for managing change) occurs throughout the software life cycle [12] .
One major difficulty in managing change is in detecting and propagating the effects of a change to other components of the environment.
A change to one object often requires changes to other objects that are derived from it or that must be kept consistent with it, and changes to those objects must be propagated in turn. A change in the development process must be implemented consistently and correctly in the face of existing practices, tools, and products.
A change to the environment can force adaptations in processes and object management, with the potential for errors and inconsistencies in those areas.
In a process-centered software environment, some representation of the software process can serve as a focal point and integration mechanism for development activities and the supporting technologies. One important class of process-centered environments are software-process programming environments.
In software-process programming, the software process is represented by programs written in a formal processprogramming language [20] . Examples of environments which are intended to support process programming or which are driven by process programs include Arcadia [33] , E-L [lo, 71, ASPECT [la] , and the software factory system described in [17] . Software-process programming has the potential to make the change-management problem tractable by formalizing the structure of software products and the processes by which they are constructed.
By making this structure explicit, a process program can enable the tracking of changes. Moreover, it offers the possibility that the process of change propagation can be automated. With respect to change management, process programming is somewhat similar to software configuration management [ll, 8, 141 . However, process programming languages can, in principle, represent a wider range of objects and processes than can conventional configuration-management systems. The realization of the potential of software-process programming depends on the availability of softwareprocess programming languages (SPPLs) with appropriate constructs and capabilities.
Requirements for SPPLs are difficult to determine a priori. It seems reasonable to assume that SPPLs must subsume the capabilities of conventional programming languages. However, we also expect that SPPLs will include extensions and specializations that reflect the distinctive aspects of software processes and products, including constructs relevant to change management. APPL/A [32] is a prototype process programming language based on Ada [34] . It is designed to support change management as an intrinsic part of software processes. This paper describes some of the kinds of change that can be expected during software development and shows how APPL/A can be used to manage those kinds of change. APPL/A research is one part of the process programming research that is taking place in the Arcadia project [33] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a scenario that illustrates several common kinds of change in a software environment.
On the basis of this scenario we draw some conclusions about what makes change management difficult and recommend language capabilities to make it easier. Section 3 provides an overview of the APPL/A programming language. Some examples that illustrate APPL/A and address issues raised in the scenario are provided in Section 4. Section 5 discusses APPL/A in light of the requirements in Section 2. The paper concludes with a summary of the status of work.
A Scenario of Change
Many changes in software environments can be considered to fall into three categories: l Changes to objects in the environment l Changes in the process for using the environment l Changes to the environment itself, including tools, support systems, and hardware
The following scenarios illustrate changes of these kinds and problems that may result. The examples have been kept simple, but the problems they illustrate are nevertheless fundamental and widespread in software development .
The hypothetical system in which the scenarios are set is a simple development environment consisting of several tools in a UNIX-like operating system. The tools initially include a compiler, a loader, and a dataflow analyzer capable of detecting anomalies such as uninitialized variables, unused variables, etc. [19, 181. The development process is informal. Programmers write source code, compile this to object code, link object code to executable code, then test the resulting executable code for bugs. If bugs are found the source code is revised and the process repeated. The dataflow analyzer may be used occasionally during the writing of source code (in an attempt to avoid errors) or when debugging (in an attempt to identify the source of errors).
This scenario is, of course, simplistic. Many projects would use tools such as Make [ll] or SCCS [24] to help manage changes to code. However, such tools help to manage certain kinds of change but not others; for example, they rely on a fixed storage system, they focus on derivation relationships, they use a fixed evaluation and caching strategy, and they provide limited inferencing capabilities.
A Scenario of Change to Objects
The normal course of development in this environment involves repeated additions, updates, and deletions of source modules. Suppose a programmer adds a new source module. He or she must then determine how to proceed. There are few constraints on the process. The programmer may first invoke either the dataflow analyzer or compiler; the use of either may or may not be conditioned on the results of the other. The dataflow analyzer may be ignored altogether, perhaps because the programmer does not care to use it or is simply unaware of it. Once a plan for tool invocation is determined it must be carried out manually. For example, the programmer may apply the dataflow analyzer to the source code, evaluate the results of the analysis, and then apply the compiler if the analysis is acceptable.
Note that both the compiler and the dataflow analyzer create new objects with types distinct from th,e type of the source code and that the application of these tools creates an implicit consistency relationship between the source code and the new objects.
The programmer must also iterate this process for new objects derived from the source code. In this scenario it is necessary to check whether the compilation was successful and, if so, link the resulting object module into the executable modules to which it belongs. The effects of these changes also need to be propagated further, for example, to the rederivation of test results. In a more realistic scenario there may be still more tools that apply to any new derived object.
A similar situation occurs if an existing source module is updated. The applicable tools must be identified and invoked, and the resulting changes to derived objects must be propagated.
In this case, however, the programmer is also responsible for identifying and removing previous versions of various kinds of objects (either deleting or archiving them) and for ma:intaining the consistency of system configurations that combine versions of various modules.
A Scenario of Change in Process
The process used to develop software is subject to change for many reasons. For example, suppose that the project manager institutes a policy requiring that all source modules must meet certain criteria with respect to data flow before they can be compiled. This implies that the dataflow analyzer and compiler should be applied to the source modules in sequence and that the application of the compiler is conditional on the results of the analysis. In order to implement this policy, programmers must be aware of the sequence and must understand the conditions under which compilation is allowed. They must also manually carry out the prescribed process.
The availability of tools to implement a given development process does not guarantee that it will be carried out consistently or correctly, however. The potential for problems is compounded when the process is changed. In this scenario the change of process is small and the resulting process is simple. However, there may still be errors since the control and execution of the process is manual. Moreover, this potential increases as the complexity of the process and the magnitude of change increase. Similar problems can result whatever the cause of a change in process.
2.3
Scenarios of Change to the Environment Environments can change in many ways, each with consequent problems in change management.
Two examples are presented below.
Adding a Tool
One common change to software environments is the addition of a new tool. For example, suppose the environment above is extended to include a "word-count" tool similar to the UNIX "WC" tool (which counts the number of lines, words, and characters in given files). In this scenario the addition of the tool is simple because there are no restrictions on how and when it can or should be used.
At first this new tool may not be widely or effectively used. Programmers may not be aware of it, they may not understand its function and relationship to existing tools and objects (admittedly simple in this case), or they may not see any need for it. Eventually some programmers may begin to use it occasionally, possibly to measure their productivity or to obtain information on the size of modules as an aid in managing program complexity. Even so the tool may still not be used consistently or comprehensively.
Finally, the project ma.nager may promulgate a new policy that requires the size of all source code modules to be within certain limits. The word-count result for each source module is to be saved along with the source modules for subsequent review by management. This makes the role of the tool more specific, but it requires programmers to change their work habits (with potential problems as indicated above). It also requires management of a new type of object, the word-count results, which must be stored and kept consistent with the source modules.
Changing the Underlying Storage System
It is assumed for the above scenarios that the host file system is used to store all persistent data. However, a large development project is likely to include multiple storage systems, and these may change over time. For example, suppose that a commercial database is added to the environment described above. It is to be used to store project-management data and also the word--count data. Programmers now must work with two storage systems: the file system in which they store their code, and the database in which they store the wordcount data. Moreover, they are personally responsible for managing the word-count data. They must extract the data from the files output by the tool and insert them into the database, and they must maintain consistency between the output files and the database (in addition to maintaining consistency between the source modules and the word-count data). Further complications may arise if some of the data for project management must be imported from a separate and distinct company-wide database, or if some of the code must be imported from other projects or libraries that use other file systems.
Causes and Consequences of Change-Management Problems
The scenarios presented here are not exhaustive. Many other kinds of changes can occur: changes to hardware, resources, and personnel, among others. But the features of these scenarios are representative of the kinds of problems that can result from charige. These problems are attributable to several fundamental and interdependent causes:
l Manual implementation of change management . Depending on programmers for change management entails the potential for human error. This may result in incomplete, incorrect, inconsistent, and inefficient response to changes. l Lack of explicit representation of dependency relationships between objects. When one object is changed, it is difficult to identify which other objects are affected. Consequently, the direction and extent of change propagation are difficult to determine, and changes may not be propagated completely. (Inter-object relationships include, but are not limited to, those established by automated derivations.) l Lack of semantic information associated with objects and relationships.
Without some form of constraints and specification of derivation processes, it may be difficult to understand the consequences of any given change and therefore difficult to propagate its effects correctly and efficiently. l Lack of abstraction of the development process from implementation factors. Although the development process in the abstract should be independent of implementation factors, changes in supporting systems can nevertheless force changes in the development process. These in turn may lead to problems in the process and resulting product. Lack of explicit representation of the development process, Developers may lack a clear, correct, and consistent understanding of the process. Consequently the process of managing change to objects and to the process itself may be prone to errors, inefficiencies, and inconsistencies.
Recommendations for SPPLs
It is our contention that an appropriately designed software-process programming language can alleviate many problems in change management. Certainly, the programming of processes in an SPPL directly addresses the issue of explicit representation of the development process. Additionally, the use of appropriate language constructs in formalizing the processes and products can help with the other problems associated with change. We believe that SPPLs should support the following:
Explicit representation of both objects and interobject relationships.
Explicit representation of the semantics of objects and relationships, including constraints and derivations.
Automation
of as much of the change process as is feasible, including propagation of data, maintenance of consistency, and invocation of tools.
Abstraction of processes, objects, and relationships from the underlying implementation system. At the logical level change management should be independent of the implementation, and changes to the implementation should not affect the abstract representation of development processes and products.
We believe that these items comprise a set of basic SPPL requirements in the area of change management. In the next sections we present an overview of APPL/A and show how its features can address these requirements.
APPL/A
APPL/A is a prototype process-programming language [29] . It is defined as an extension to Ada [34] . Ada provides the general-purpose capabilities that we believe any SPPL must include. APPL/A includes additional features to address the special characteristics of software process, including change management, and also data modeling, derived data, persistent data, consistency management, and accommodation of inconsistency.
The principal extensions that APPL/A makes to Ada include programmable persistent relations, triggers on relation operations, optionally-enforcible predicates on relations, and several composite statements that provide a variety of transaction-like capabilities.
Relations can be used to store persistent and/or shared data, to encapsulate derivations and represent relationships among objects, to represent objects, to store constrained data, and to store data to be triggered on.
Triggers can be used to propagate updates from one relation to other relations, to send messages in response to changes in data, to perform computations, to maintain logs, and to respond concurrently to operations on relations for any purpose. Predicates express conditions on the state of relations (and, hence, on whatever the relations represent). Predicates can be used like functions, and, when enforced, they can serve as constraints or assertions. l The transaction-like statements can be used to assure serializable and (optionally) recovera'ble access to relations. They can also be used to control the local enforcement of predicates. They can be combined to create higher-level transaction constructs including conventional and nested transactions, repair operations, cooperative transactions, etc.
Relations and triggers most directly address the particular problems of change management raised in Section 2.4. The use of APPL/A constructs to support change management is discussed further below and illustrated in the example of Section 4.
Relations
Relations are a special kind of program unit in APPL/A that provides for the persistent storage of d,ata. Abstractly, APPL/A relations represent the mathematical notion of a relation, i.e. a subset of the cross-product over a list of object domains. However APPIL/A relations have several important differences from the relations of conventional databases. APPL/A relations can have composite and abstract attribute types, they support derived attributes, and they have programmable implementations.
These adaptations of the relational model make it more appropriate for software-object management and for change management in particular. Some other recent projects in which relations are used include the advanced data-management system Postgres [25, 28] and AP5, which extends Common Lisp with relations [9] .
Each APPL/A relation has a specification and a body. A typical specification, for relation Word-Count, is shown in Figure 1 . This relation represents the derivation relationship between text objects and the number of lines, words, and characters in those objects computed by a word-count tool WC. The specification of any relation with derived attributes may also contain a dependency specification, which indicates how the derived attributes are to be computed. In Word-Count the dependency specification states that for each tuple the attributes lines, words, and characters are to be computed by a call to the procedure WC given the corresponding value of attribute text as input. In this way Word-Count represents the derivation relationship established by the WC tool between text objects and the counts of lines, words, and characters computed by this tool. It is the responsibility of the body of the relation to automatically carry out the computations necessary to assign values to derived attributes.
If a relation has a dependency specification then the computation of attributes must be carried out according to that specification. In any case the computed values must be kept up-to-date with respect to the given values from which they are derived.
It is the responsibility of the body of a relation to implement the semantics of that relation. This means that the relation body must l provide persistent storage l implement the relation entries l compute and assign values for derived attributes However, the details of the implementation of a relation can be left up to the programmer of the relation (although a default implementation mechanism will be available).
In this respect APPL/A relations are programmable. Apart from the requirements listed above, the implementation of a relation is nol constrained with respect to l the persistent storage system l the derivation strategy for computed attributes (e.g. eager or lazy) l the caching strategy for computed attributes (e.g. cached when computed or recomputed when needed)
The implementor of a relation can program the body in any appropriate way that satisfies the required semantics, and the implementation can change over time without affecting users of the relation. In this way APPL/A allows tremendous flexibility in the makeup and use of the underlying environment.
In providing a persistent data type, APPL/A can be regarded as a "persistent" programming language. Other such languages include PS-Algol [2] , Adaplex [27] (which extends Ada with a functional data model), E [23] (the database implementation language of the EXODUS [5] extensible DBMS and an extension of C-t+), and Owl [26] (th e object-oriented language of the Trellis environment).
However, these languages as a group are diverse, and APPL/A differs from each of them in many particulars.
Triggers
Triggers are like tasks in that they represent concurrent threads of control. However, triggers differ from tasks in that triggers lack entries. Instead, triggers react indirectly and automatically to operations on relations. A trigger has a simple specification, comparable to an Ada task's but without the entries. A trigger body comprises a loop over a selective trigger statement. A selective trigger statement is like an Ada selective wait statement, except that it has upon alternatives instead of accept alternatives.
Each upon alternative consists of an upon statement followed by a (possibly empty) sequence of statements. The upon statements identify the relation operations to which a response is to be made. The statements within and immediately following the upon statement encode the trigger's response to the relation operation.
The body of trigger MaintainSourceWC is shown in Figure 2 . The goal of the trigger is to automatically collect and maintain up-to-date word-count data for source-code modules.
This trigger responds to operations on relation Source-toDbj ect (Figure 4) . The trigger propagates changes in Source-toJlbj ect to the relation Word-Count.
When a new source-code object is inserted into Source-toabject, the trigger automatically inserts that object into Word-Count; the trigger makes an analogous response to delete operations on Source-to-Object.
(For simplicity, this example assumes that source modules are stored in Source-toabject, so the trigger responds to operations on that relation.
In a more realistic system source modules would probably be stored in a separate Source-Code relation, along with additional information such as author, permissions, timestamps, etc. In that case a trigger could be defined to respond to operations on the Source-Code relation.)
Trigger MaintainSource-WC includes two upon statements, one each for the insert and delete entries of Source-to-Object.
Each of these upon statements is for a completion event, i.e. a response is to be triggered only upon the successful completion of the corresponding entry call. (Upon statements can also designate acceptance events, in which case a response would be triggered by the acceptance of the relation entry call.) Each upon statement also includes a list of formal parameters. For an acceptance event these comprise the in parameters for the relation entry call; for a completion event these comprise both the in and out parameters for the call. Through these parameters the actual values given to and returned from the relation entry call are made available to the trigger. Although it is not shown in the example, upon declarations may also be given priority values. When an event occurs (i.e. a relation entry call is accepted or completed), a signal is sent to each trigger that designates that event in an upon statement. This signal includes the identity of the event and the corresponding actual parameters. Event signals are queued at the trigger in order of priority and responded to in turn, It should be noted that a trigger can make both Ysynchronous" and "asynchronous" responses to events. ment is executing the execution of the corresponding relation is suspended at the point at which the signal is generated (either acceptance or completion of the rendezvous for the relation entry).
However, the trigger does not execute a full rendezvous with the relation, and no parameters or exceptions are returned from the trigger to the relation. Once the upon statement completes the synchronization with the relation is released and the trigger and relation proceed in parallel. A sequence of statements immediately following an upon statement thus executes asynchronously with the relation and can be used to provide an asynchronous response to relation operations.
It should also be noted that triggers can be used to propagate changes in both an eager and a lazy way. For example, whenever an insertion or deletion is performed on relation Source-to-Object, the trigger MaintainSource-WC directly propagates the effects of that operation to relation Word-Count. This illustrates the eager propagation of changes between relations. An alternative approach could be obtained through a trigger GetSourceforYC (not shown), which would respond synchronously upon acceptance of calls to Word-Count. f ind. In response to such calls, the trigger would search Source-to-Object for (selected) source code modules for which word-count results were desired. These modules would be propagated to Word-Count and made available for return by the find entry. Propagation would occur only when the modules were requested, thus implementing a lazy evaluation strategy.
Predicates and Transaction-Like Statements
APPL/A provides two other principal extensions to Ada which are supportive of change management. These are optionally-enforcible predicates and five transaction-like composite statements. These constructs are addressed primarily to issues of consistency maintenance and accommodation of inconsistency. A more complete explanation is given in [30, 31, 291. 
Predicates
Predicates are named boolean expressions over relations. The expression language includes existentially and universally quantified forms and conditional expressions. An example predicate is shown in Figure 3 . This predicate refers to two relations introduced in Section 4 ( Figure 5 ). The predicate states that for every tuple tl in relation ExecutableSystems there is some tuple t2 in relation Link-Map such that the name attribute of tl equals the exename attribute of t2. In the context of the example in Section 4 this means that every executable module is constructed from a known set of object modules. predicate enforced Executable-Systems-Dangling is return every tl in Executable-Systems satisfies some t2 in Link-Map satisfies t 1 .name = t2.exename end some end every; end Executable-SystemsDangling; Predicates are optionally enforcible. If a predicate is enforced in a program then no operation by that program on a relation designated by the predicate may leave the predicate violated. Each predicate has an associated boolean "attribute" (in the Ada sense) enforced. If this attribute is true, then predicate is enforced by default; otherwise, it is not. This attribute is assignable; thus the enforcement of a predicate can, in effect, be turned on and 0ff.l An exception is a predicate delIt is possible to make data inconsistent by turning on a pred-clared with the keyword enforced (as in Figure 3) ; in this case the predicate is always enforced by default.
Transaction-Like Statements
The ability to enforce predicates only at some times means that a process may find that the relations on which it operates are either over-or under-constrained. Some mechanism is needed to allow a process to cope with these situations. The transaction-like statements of APPL/A provide such a mechanism, as well as supporting control over serializability and atomicity. The statements include the serial, atomic, suspend, enforce and allow statements. The serial, atomic, suspend, and allow statements provide serializable access to relations. The suspend, allow, and enforce statements also affect the enforcement of predicates (the suspend and allow statements locally suspending enforcement, the enforce statement locally imposing enforcement).
The atomic and suspend statements also support atomicity, i.e. rollback (for exception propagation in the atomic, and for predicate violation in the suspend).
These statements allow processes to operate on data that are more or less constrained than desired. By providing serializable access they assure that interference by other processes can be precluded. By enabling predicates to be locally enforced or suspended they allow a process to establish just the needed enforcement regime. By supporting rollback they enable erroneously incomplete or inconsistent work to be voided. These statements are more specialized in their effect than conventional database transactions, but in various combinations they can represent conventional transactions, nested transactions, "assertion" constructs, and more.
An Example APPL/A System
This section presents an example system of APPL/A relations and triggers. Together with the relation Word--Count (Figure 1 ) and trigger MaintainSource-and--Word-Count (Figure 2) , the relations and triggers presented here represent and implement many of the relationships and process steps described in the scenario of Section 2. This example has somewhat the flavor of configuration management. Configuration management is one area in which many automated systems for change management have been developed; thus it provides a natural starting point for process programming.
However, as noted elsewhere, process programming should be applicable (and has been applied) to other development activities.
icate that was not previously enforced. However, statements such as the suspend and enforce (Section 3.5) can then be used to operate on the data even though they are inconsistent and to make them consistent if desired. In this way inconsistency is accommodated as a natural rather than exceptional condition.
Relation Source-to-Object (Figure 4 ) represents the derivation relationship between source modules and the object modules compiled from them. In this relation the object modules are automatically derived and the relationship between source and object modules is automatically kept consistent and up-to-date. As described in Section 3, relation Word-Count relates text objects to the counts of lines, words, and characters they contain.
The text objects include source code from Source-to-Object.
Like the computed values in Source-toabject the computed values in Word-Count are automatically derived and kept up-to-date. These relations facilitate the management of changes to objects in that they explicitly represent the derivation relationships between objects and automate the computation and maintenance of the derived objects. The trigger MaintainSource-and-WC automatically maintains inclusion dependencies between the two relations.
For example, if a new source module is inserted into Source-to-Object, then the trigger automatically inserts that module into Word-Count.
The word-count data are recomputed as necessary in Word--Count whenever a source file is inserted. Thus the wordcount data are automatically obtained and kept up-todate for all source modules. The trigger provides further automation of the propagation of changes to objects. In terms of the scenario, it also represents and implements the policy that word-count data must be obtained for all source modules.
Relation LinkMap relates the names of object modules to the names of executable modules of which they are part.
Relation ExecutableSystems stores executable modules by name. These relations are sketched in Figure 5 . A trigger, MaintainLinkand-Executable ( Figure S) Figure 3 . Another could require, for exampIe, that all source modules named in Link--Map have line counts in Word-Count of less tha.n 50; this would help to enforce managerial policies about the size of source modules.
Although it is not directly shown in these examples, the use of these relations also helps in managing changes to the environment.
For example, when the word-count tool is added, it can be encapsulated in the relation Word-Count and linked into user programs. If the compiler is changed, the body for Source-to-Object can be rewritten without affecting users of the relation.
If a new database is introduced, it can be used to store the word-count data without affecting users who access the data through Word-Count. Changes in derivation strategy and storage strategy are also hidden from users. The constructs in APPLjA support change management in several ways. APPL/A relations combine several capabilities that are recommended for change management in Section 2.5: l They provide a data structure for the explicit representation of relationships among objects. Relations can be used to determine the direction and extent of propagation of changes to objects. l They encapsulate derivation processes. Derivation dependencies are represented explicitly and maintained automatically.
Thus relations free developers from the need to track and maintain derivations manually.
l They are abstract types with programmable implementations. Consequently, they serve to isolate logical from implementation issues. The implementation can be varied without affecting users of the abstract interface, and processes can be programmed in terms of the interface without regard for implementation details.
Each of these capabilities is illustrated or discussed in in the example (Section 4). Their integration in relations makes relations an especially powerful tool for change management.
Triggers support change management by further automating the response to change. Triggers react to operations that can change relations. They can be used to propagate data, invoke tools, log changes, and perform other tasks. Thus triggers can assume many of the roles of change management performed by programmers in the scenario of Section 2.
Predicates and transaction-like statements also facilitate change management, albeit in respects that are not emphasized in this paper. The turning on and off of predicate enforcement allows the consistency of relations to evolve over time. Enforcement of predicates restricts the kinds of changes and responses that can be made, while suspension of enforcement relaxes these restrictions.
The transaction-like statements enable processes to operate on relations free of interference by other processes. They also enable processes to respond to changes in predicate enforcement and relation consistency by establishing their own predicate-enforcement regime locally.
These constructs as a group allow for the explicit representation of relationships, constraints, and processes that are essential to change management. They can be incorporated into programs that automate software processes. Concomitantly they reduce the reliance on programmers to understand and execute change management processes manually. In light of these observations we believe that the constructs introduced in APPL/A generally meet the recommendations presented in Section 2.5. Thus they should generally facilitate change management in process programs and process-centered environments.
6 Stat us and Future Work APPL/A is defined as an extension to Ada [29] . The APPL/A definition includes a formal syntax and English semantics with examples in a style similar to that of the Ada manual [34] .
An automatic APPL/A to Ada translator, called "APT" , exists in prototype form. It is a modification of a partial Ada compiler which is a component of existing Arcadia [33] Ada language technology. For technical and historical reasons, the language translated by APT is a subset of the full APPL/A language. APT can automatically translate relation specifications, relation bodies, triggers (with global event signaling) and predicates. APT can recognize the transaction-like statements, but it cannot translate them because of lack of run-time support capabilities. Support for predicate enforcement and non-global event signaling is also lacking. However, we have developed designs for the implementation of all of these features, and the automatic translation of the complete language is conceptually feasible. A practical problem at this time is that most of the features which are not yet translated depend on the ability to trace the execution of a (concurrent) program through its call stack. This information is difficult to obtain from current Ada compilers (without being able to modifying them), and the development of an alternative approach, while possible, is costly.
We recognize that for many users it is a burden to construct the bodies of relations.
In light of that, we are designing default implementations for APPL/A relations based on some existing database systems. These database systems provide persistence and some form of data model into which APPL/A relations are mapped. Our original process programs used Cactis [ 151. Current work is making use of Triton [13], a persistent object system built on top of the EXODUS [6] storage manager. It is now possible to generate default bodies, which use Triton, for simple stored relations (i.e. relations lacking derived attributes).
A goal for the APPL/A project is to code process programs covering a complete software life cycle. At least partial code exists to support requirements (the REBUS program) and design (DEBUS). REBUS is an executable system which supports the specification of software requirements in a functional hierarchy.
REBUS stores data about requirements in APPL/A relations which are constrained by APPL/A predicates and maintained by APPL/A triggers. RE-BUS is translated by APT and makes use of Triton. DEBUS, a design support system, is under construction in APPL/A. DEBUS is based on the Rational Design Methodology of Parnas [21] and the IEEE design standard [3] . An early version of APPL/A was also used to code DataFlowwRelay, which integrates dat,aflow and fault-based testing and analysis [22] . REBUS and DE-BUS were also initially coded using early versions of APPL/A.
In the case of REBUS, the APPL/A. code was translated by hand into an executable Ada program. The early version of REBUS also included extensions based on RSL/REVS [l, 43 which will be inc'orporated into the current version. The experience gained with the earlier process programs contributed greatly to our understanding of SPPL requirements. That experience enabled us to refine APPL/A in significant ways, resulting in the definition described here.
Future work will continue the development and implementation of APPL/A and the coding of process programs to support the complete software life cycle. One area of concentration is representation and automation of change processes, including the propagation of changes. From this experience we hope to learn more about managing change and software development generally in process-centered environments. 
